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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

✣ Mortgage Law of February 8th 1861. First Land Registries were established in 1863

✣ System instated by this Law of 1861 has been ratified and perfected by the Mortgate Laws of
December 21st 1869, December 16th 1909 and the current Law of February 8th 1946

✣ Civil War (1936-1939): Many Registers suffered arson attacks. Reconstruction ruled by the
Mortgage Law itself

✣ End of the eighties: data recovery and digitalization of the book records

✣ 2001: online request of information. Interconnection of all LRs inside Spain

Introduction
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LAND REGISTERS ORGANIZATION

LAND REGISTERS ORGANIZATION

✢ Land Registry in Spain is organically linked to the Ministry of Justice Directorate
General of Legal Certainty and Public Faith (former DG of Registers and Notaries)

✢ DGLCPF: Oversight and inspection. Appellation instance (“recursos gubernativos”) against the
resolution of the Registrar denying registration

✢ Colegio de Registradores:

⬧ Public corporation of Land and Business Registrars of Spain (compulsory membership)
⬧ Provides various services to the Registrars (IT support, consultation, defense and

representation, prevision, civil liability coverage)
⬧ Cooperates with Directorate General informing legislation drafts
⬧ Certain faculties in the sphere of inspection and discipline

Land Registers organization
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Land Registries are geographically decentralized and arranged according to what is called
“Register district” (distrito hipotecario)

LAND REGISTERS ORGANIZATION

Land Registers organization
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LAND REGISTER AND CADASTRE

LAND REGISTER AND CADASTRE 

⚫ Land Registry and Cadastre are separate institutions in Spain, with different aims
and functions.

⚫ The Land Registry defines and protects property rights against third parties,
establishing priorities between colliding rights and avoiding potential conflicts
that could arise between different real rights on the same property. Its records
and certifications have a legal presumption of veracity and are qualified means
of proof in administrative or judicial procedures.

⚫ The Cadastre is an inventory of the territorial wealth of the country and its main
objective is taxation. It is based on cartographic and geographic data and reflects
the possessory appearance of property rights, but never confers rights or real
actions against third parties.

Land Registry and Cadastre
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LAND REGISTER AND CADASTRE

Land Register and Cadastre coordination: graphic representations

Land Register and Cadastre
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REGISTRABLE RIGHTS

The Spanish Registration System

The Land Registry attributes and determines the configuration of the 
property right and other real rights. 

What is the purpose of the Land Registry?

Proceedings  and contracts originating, transmitting, modifying, 
burdening or extinguisihing ownership and other real rights in land.  

What can be registered?

Public Documents, both notarial and judicial, as well as administrative 
documents. Only in certain cases private documents gain access to the 

land registry. 

What kind of Documents gain access to the Land Registry?

No, it is not.  In Spanish Law Registration is voluntary. 

Is Registration mandatory?

Legal Certainty is achieved because, once registered, the rights are under 
the supervision of the courts and the content of the Land Registry is 

deemed full and accurate. 

What are the advantages of registering property at the Land 
Registry?

Being hindered by the acts voluntarily performed by the registered owner or the by 
the charges and levies potentially imposed on the property, as such ownership is 

presumed for all purposes. If the Land Registry is not consulted,  it is not possible to 
know for certain who is the owner of the land or what burdens lie on it.

What is the risk of not having your property registered?

No, they don’t. Definitive entries have no expiry date. Once registered, 
real rights last forever with no need for renewal.

Do real rights expire once registered?

The Spanish Legislation dispenses equal treatment to nationals and 
foreigners. 

What about foreign citizens?

Yes, but only for those with a legitimate interest in knowing the contents 
of the Land Registry with regards to a certain property. Such legitimate 

interest must be assessed by the Land Registrar. 

Is the Land Registry public?

There are two means: nota simple (Informative Land Registry Extract) and 
certificación (registry Certification). Both modalities must contain: The 

description of the property, and details on Ownership and 
Encumbrances. The “nota simple” is merely informative, while the 

“certificación” is the only method sufficient to attest to the contents of 
the Registry befour Courts and it is issued and signed by the Registrar.  

How is publicity achieved?
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ENTRY PROCESS

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE ENTRY PROCESS

PERSONAL

www.registradores.org

ORDINARY MAIL

PRESENTATION

ASSESSMENT
+ REGISTRATION

- REJECTION RESOLUTION APPEAL

Entry process
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Availability of Land Registry Information

Land Registry Information is publicly available to anyone with a legitimate interest in the
contents of the Land Registry.

The main Information Products on offer are: Land Registry Extracts (Notas simples) which are
merely informative and contain an abridged account of the legal status of the Property and its
encumbrances. The cost of a Land Registry Extract ranges from 3,6 Euros (if applied for at the
Land Registry Office) or 10 Euros if applied for online. A legally accurate Translation, provided by
an accredited third party service provider, is available to International Users for an additional fee
of 30 Euros. The access to this information is asynchronous by legal mandate, although the
average turnaround time for processing and dispatching an information request aproximates 1 to
3 hours.

The other main Information Product is The Registry Certification: which may be “literal” of the
contents of the Land Registry, or “ A Certification of Entitlements and Encumbrances”. This
certification, which is signed by the Land Registrer (even Digitally) serves as full evidence in
Court on the Rights Published by the Land Registry. Its price is aproximately 30 Euros.

Other forms of Information are “Location Queries” which help identify which entitlements a
person has throught all the Spanish Territory, pointing to the appropriate Land Registry if further
information is to be requested. Or “Continued Queries” where after an Extract is requested, the
Land Registry will inform the applicant of any subsequent circumstances which may affect the
registered rights.
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FORMAL PUBLICITY

FORMAL PUBLICITY

Information that can be retrieved from the Land Registry

Who has access to the Land Registry?

Art. 221 MA The Registries will be public 
for those who have a known interest in finding out 
the status of registered real estate or rights in rem

”Nota simple” (Land Registry Extract)

Personal data
protection

Formal puclicity
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FORMAL PUBLICITY

FORMAL PUBLICITY

⚫ Synchronous or asynchronous responses

⚫ No online queries

⚫ Exemplary costs for Land Register queries
⚫ Simple note 9 € (plus VAT)
⚫ Certification of property and encumbrances 30 € (plus VAT)

Formal puclicity
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FORMAL PUBLICITY

Statistics

Statistics of online Land Registry Information Requests 
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Delivery of LR Information

The information is delivered using the same channel utilized by the applicant. If the
application was delivered in person at the Land Registry Office, the user will have to
pick it up within the next 48 hours at the same Office. If it was requested online, the
user will receive the information, on average, in between 1 to 3 hours.

When handed over in hard copy the Extract will contain a SVC (Secure Verification
Code) which will allow the users of the information to corroborate its accuracy and
lack of manipulation.

If served electronically the Extract will be served in a PDF document, digitally signed
with the Electronic Seal of the Office, and will include a SVC code as well.

During the current COVID 19 Crisis, CORPME has established a special procedure to
ascertain that Registry Information is made available to the thousands of Citizens
requesting a Mortgage Moratorium. This information can be requested online or via
email, by filling in a simple form and providig proof of identity, and is issued and
delivered free of charge by the aproximately 1000 Land Registrars in Spain.
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Users

Registered user

Professional user
Real States Companies
Public or tax authorities

Intensive use

Occasional user

Normal citizen

Few times in his life
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Expected Impact of Project IMOLA

Project IMOLA will have a positive effect on both axis: internally and externally.

As an interoperability framework devised to enable the exchange anf free flow of Land Registry
Information, the project is heavily based on semantics and Data Structure. This will allow for a
more efficient way of issuing, processing and sharing Land Registry Information, which will
impact thre revision of Registry Procedures and IT systems currently in place, and most
definitely the future development of new systems and services.

Externally, Imola will provide an Interface between different Registration Systems, Languages
and Legal Traditions, enabling an easy and efficient flow of information on Registered Rights,
essential to the developmente of an European Internal Real Estate and Mortgage Market. It
will also facilitate those proceedings where nationals from two or more Member States are
involved, such as Inheritance, Matrimonial Regimes and, in general, all acts and contracts
governed by Private Law.




